Western New England (WNE) vs. Trinity College (TC) – 02/05/2017

125 Mike Garone (WNE) by Forfeit (6-0 WNE)
133 Tim McLinden (WNE) by DEC. 10-8 over Ian Moritz (TC) (9-0 WNE)
141 Grant Sorenson (TC) by DEC. 7-0 over Alex Starr (WNE) (9-3 WNE)
149 Lamont Wallace (WNE) by DEC. 5-3 over James Sclafani (TC) (12-3 WNE)
157 John Reilly (TC) by PIN 1:13 over Chase La Russo (WNE) (12-9 WNE)
165 David Goodall (WNE) by DEC. 3-1 over Nolan Cormu (TC) (15-9 WNE)
174 Stephen Cerrone (TC) by DEC. 9-4 over Josh Nelson (WNE) (15-12 WNE)
184 Joseph Caggiano (TC) by PIN 2:05 over Brandon Young (WNE) (18-15 TC)
197 Brian Donovan (WNE) by DEC. 6-0 over Devon deFilippi (TC) (18-18)
285 Nick Fortini (WNE) by DEC 4-2 over Matthew Ferraro (TC) (21-18 WNE FINAL)

**EX:** Dimitrios Tartsinis (WNE) by PIN 1:27 over Matt Wheeler (USM)
**EX:** Taylor Pfaff (WNE) by DEC. 2-1 over Mike Macaluso (USM)
**EX:** Justin Stacy (USM) by PIN 6:08 over Jason Powell (WNE)
**EX:** Brian Donovan (WNE) by PIN 1:09 over Thomas Foss (USM)
**EX:** Andrew McCahill (TC) by PIN 6:44 over Brandon Young (WNE)
**EX:** Francis Corvino (TC) by PIN 2:47 over Austin Roche (WNE)